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Abstract

CDMA2000 lxEV-DV is designed to meer rhe increasing demand for high-speed packet

data transmission. The previous works on l xEV-DV reverse link scheduling were based

on trying to improve reve¡se link throughput, thereby mainly considering the users'

interests. In this thesis, we consider the system from both the service providers' and

subscribers' points of view and propose an alternative reverse link resource allocatìon

procedure for non-time sensitive data trafhc based on CDMA2000 Revisìon D. The goal

is to maximize obtained revenue for service providers and minimize loss for subscribers

subject to rise-over-thermal constraint. The method is quite flexible and offers sewice

providers the choices of either maximizing obtained revenue or minimizing loss, or

balancing both of them.

The system model is formulated into a Knapsack problem which can be solved by binary

integer linear programming. B¡anch-and-Bound as a solution is discussed, but observed

to be ineffiÇient for this problem and instead 1wo heuristic algorithms are proposed. A1l

the three solutions are analyzed through illustrative experiments. The resuits of the

analysis present a trade-off between the computational time for scheduling and maximum

obtained revenue. The heuristic algorithms consume much shorter computational times

and are therefore more appropriate for our time constrained scheduling and resource

allocation scheme. Using the heuristic algorithms we are able to make rccommentJ.ations

to service providers on how to schedule the transmission selecting the objective balancing

parameter according to their needs.
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Chapter 1

lntroduction

1.1 CDMA2000 lxEV-DV Overview

To meet the fasl inc¡easing needs for mobile wi¡eless packet data service, standardized

Third Gene¡ation (3G) technologies are being deployed in various markets around the

world. While the primary objective of the Second Gene¡ation (2G) networks was to

provide mobile circuit switched voice and 1ow rate data services, a key point that evolved

into 3G networks was to have packet data networks connected to the cellular systems

whíle a1 the same time increasing voice capacity. As one of the 3G technologies, Code

Division Multiple Access (CDMA)2000 tcchnology was also developed to meet this

requirement. However, with the fast growing demands for incrcasing system capacity and

packet data services, 3G technique was required to undergo an important evolutionary

step so as to improve data throughput and enhance voice performance over the same

Radio Frequency @F) carrier. 1x EVolution (EV) - Data Voìce (DV) is a natural

evolution revision of CDMA2000 technology designed to deliver signihcantly higher

data rates comparing to previous reviqions.



The main features of lxEV-DV are to support voice and data in the same carrier and both

real-time and non real-time data services. Additionatly, it can provide seamless backward

compatibility with IS-954,¡B and CDMA2000 1x systems. As lxEV-DV allows voice

and data traffic to share the same spectnim, it enables wireless service providers utilize

their spectrum more efficiently and balance the voice and data load in thei¡ system based

on their specific needs.

lxEV-DV aims to provide mixture of applications such as FTP (File Transfer protocol),

WAP (Wireless Application Protocol), HTTP (Hypertext T¡ansfer Protocol), and near-

real-time streaming applicatìons. To efficiently utilize radio resource, ixEV-DV adopts

Time & Code Division Multiplexing (TDM/CDM) scheduling, by which the base station

@S) can allocate various number of Walsh codes to more than one Mobile Station (MS)

within one or more timeslots. The system is favoring TDM when the TDM technique

works best (e.g., ftp service) and allowing for CDM to efficiently serve other data

services (e.g., WAP, VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol), streaming video, etc). Because

data is sent in bursts rather than on a continuous basis. TDM/CDM statistical

multiplexing enables the system to maximize throughput gain. Therefore, service

providers can apply this feature to balance their market demands.

While lxEV-DV satisfies the data requirement on the Forward Link (FL), it is important

to note that the Reverse Link (RL) is undergoing a complimentary evolutionary step to

achieve efficiency and high speed packet data services to meet future anticipated data

rates needs, such as file uploads and increasingly popular multimedia applications. The



existing distributed rate control algorithm which varies the transmission powcr and

therefore the rate in response 10 measured ìnterference is well suited for low and medium

rafe dala applications. The increasíng higher rates requirements led to a growing interest

in a scheduled RL.

Wireless communication requires sharing a finite natural resource: the RF spectrum. The

dafa-rate capacity that a RF channel can support is limited. Therefore, resource allocation

and scheduling policies play important roles in providing service performance guarantees.

The scheduling policy decides which mobiles should transmit during a given time

interval. A centralized scheduling algorithm schedules favorable mobiles to transmit a!

higher power. Howeve¡ careful consideration has to be given 1o the resulting interference,

which depends on the transmission power as well as the interference from other

scheduled mobiles. It is therefore important to control interference through scheduling on

the RL.

The enhancements of lxEV-DV Revision D occur at the physical layer of the

specification and are controlled by the upper layer [11]. There are several issues faced in

designing RL air interface to support packet data transmission, such as the design of

frame structure, data rate set, Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) mechanism, and radio

resource management. The question of interest is how to optimize system performance

while maintaining the system load within acceptable limils. In this thesis, we focus on the

study of RL scheduling and data rate allocation following newly published speciñcation,

l xEV-DV Revisíon D.



1.2 CDMA2000 Evolution

With the rapid growth of internet applications and sewices, packet data services are

finding their way into the mobile wireless domain such as CDMA2000. At the same time.

the 3G standard needs to be evolved accordingly to respond with this requirement.

The Third Generation Partnership Project Two (3GPP2) is a collaborative 3G

telecommunications specifications-setting project and provides globally applicable

technical specifications for a 3G mobile system. The specification for the CDMA2000

technology and its enhancement revisions were all standarclized by 3Gpp2. 3Gpp2 was

bom out of the Intemational Telecommunication Union's (lTU). ITU has approved the

CDMA2000 1x, lxEV-DO (1x EVolution-Data Optimized), and lxEV-DV radio access

systems as members of the ITU-2000 family of standards. We will describe the evolution

of CDMA2000 technique following the approval sequence of each version of standards.

CDMA2000 technology initially evolved from IS (Interim Standard)-95A,r8. IS-95

networks use one or more 1.25MHz carriers. IS-95B was intended to be an enhancement

to deliver high speed data by allocating the fundamental channel and one or more

supplemental code channels for high speed data requests. The peak data rates are

76.8kbps.

To meet ITU-2000 technology requirement, the next revolution step for high speed data

service is CDMA2000 1x. Within the CDMA2000 family, CDMA2000 1x deliven high

cap'àcify voice and 3G data in one 1.25MHz çarrter, while CDMA2000 lxEV-DO





support peak data rale up to 307.2kbps for both FL and RL. Release A published in June

2000 introduced a new set of common channels to support high rate transmission.

Especially the introduction of variable rate supplemental channels allows transmitting the

data and voìce with variable rates of up Lo 307.2 kbps. In addition, the rate adaptation

mode and soft handoff mechanism are futher enhanced in Release B published in

February 2002.

In order to satisfy the increasing requirements of data services and support high-speed

packet dala transmission, CDMA2000 was made to further evolve to Release C and D

which a¡e also ca11ed lxEV-DV. It stands for supporting voice and data t¡ansmission in

one 1.25 MHz spectrum. Release C published in May 2002 specifies to achieve higher

date rates in the FL which can be supported by introducing a new Forward Packet Data

Channel (F-PDCH). F-PDCH ìs a high data m,fe channel and can be dynamically

allocated power and Walsh code resources.

Revision D is the latest version of CDMA2000 which incorporates FL and RL

enlrancements to the physical layer design of Release C. It greatiy increases data rates on

the RL up to 1.8456 Mbps. New dedicated channel, rhe Reverse Packet Data Channel (R-

PDCH) is int¡oduced to support high-speed packet transmissions of up to 1.8456 Mbps

on the RL by employing adaptive modulation and encoding with higher order modulation

to support high-speed packet data transrnission.



(b). CDMA2000 1x Second Migration Path

Anothcr migration path for CDMA2000 1x is EV-DO which optimizes an enrire

7.25MIìz channel to carry data traffic. Thus, it is more spectrally efficient for data

transmission than other wireless standards. There are currently two main versions of

lxEV-DO: "Release 0" and "Release ,4". Release 0 is the original version, and thc first to

be widely deployed. Release 0 offers data rates up to 2.4Mbps, averaging 300-ó00Kbps

in the real world. Data rates provided in Release 0 are identical to those of lxEV-DV

Release C. Release A integrates most of the fast data tcchlology from lxLV-DV Release

D, and improves latency which allows the time sensilive features such as a VoIP and

video calling more possible. Although EV-DO does not include voice capability natively,

Release A is fast enough to support VoIP technology at service levels equal or better to

1x Round Trip Time (RTT) voice technoiogy. This may be a future upgrade path for

CDMA carriers if EV-DV development remains stalled.

1.3 Thesis Contribution

In this thesis, we aim at developing a scheduling and rate allocation mechanism on the

RL for CDMA2000 lxEV-DV. The previous works on RL scheduling mosrly address on

how to improve throughput with Quality of Service (QoS) concems which consider

subscribers' benefit mainly. With the intense competition of wireless communication

market, the final objective of satisfying subscribers is to maximize ¡evenue for service

providers. Hence, having service providers' benefits considered in scheduling policy is a



novel approach for RL scheduling. In this thesis, we consider both service providers' and

subscriber's point of view, and address revenue maximization with a certain QoS

consideration, such as loss minimization. The proposed method is flexible and offers

service providers the choices to either maximize obtained revenue or minimize loss, or

balance both of them.

As the new published Revision D of lxEV-DV targels improvement on the RL, our

system model design exactly follows the physical layer architecture of lxEV-DV

Revision D. The scheduling and rate allocation scheme is developed for non-time

scnsitive RL data rraffic transmission.

The systern model is formulated into a Knapsack problem which can be solved by binary

inleger Linear Programming (LP). Branch-and-Bound (BNB) as a method of solution is

discussed, but observed to be inefficient for this problem and instead two heuristic

algorithms are proposed. All the three solutions are analyzed through illustrative

experiments. By dynamically adjusting the objective function baiancing parameter,

various levels of QoS guarantees to all the users are provided. The results of analysis

present trade-off between the computational time for scheduling and maximum obtained

revenue ¿ìmong three algorithms. The heuristic algorithms consume shorter computational

times and are therefore more appropriate for our time limited scheduling and resource

allocation scheme. Additionally, using the heuristic algorithms, we are able to

recommend service providers on how to schedule the transmission using the objective

balancing parameter according to their desires.



1.4 Thesis Organization

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 1, we briefly overview the CDMA2000

technology and the evolution path of CDMA2000 family, and illustrate our contributions

to this research. In Chapter 2, the RL features are summarized based on Revision D of

lxEV-DV. It includes RL physical layer features, resource limìtation for scheduling, and

the rate control schemes. Related wo¡ks are reviewed in Chapter 3. In the literature, we

go though most of the previous works with the contributions for reverse link scheduling

and resource allocaLion on CDMA cellular network. Finally, we illustrate our research

objective which stands for diffcrent standpoint comparìng with the existing approaches.

In Chapter 4, we describe the system model, model formulation and the heuristic

algorithms in detail. Chapter 5 presents the results of illustrative examples and

performance evaluation of proposed schemes, while Chapter 6 concludes the paper and

future work.



Ghapter 2

l xEV-DV Features

2.1 lxEV-DV New Features

lxEV-DV is an enhancement to CDMA2000's data carrying capability which is designed

with greater spectrum usage efficiencies. It achieves higher data throughput while

simultaneously providing coexistìng voice services within the same spectrum. In this

section, we summarize a number of key enhancements [30] of EV-DV over previous

releases of CDMA2000.

TDN.Í/CDM Multiplexing: lxEV-DV enables both TDM and CDM scheduling which

enables the system to maximize the throughput.

System Capacity Improvement: lxEV-DV leverages a number of improvements on the

capacity, such as adaptive modulation and coding schemes, thc use of both TDM and

CDM techniques, and a set of new channels designed to deliver high speed data.

New Channels: In order to deliver high level data rate, a number of new traffic channel

and control channels are incorporated into lxEV-DV specifications. We will describe the

10



details for RL transmission in the next subsection.

Concurrent Voice and Data: lxEV-DV can support voice and data services in the FL

and RL. That is, voice and data users may share the same channel at the same time. Thus,

it provides service providers a flexibility to utilíze spectrum.

Adaptive Modulation and Coding: This feature is mainly designed for delivering

higher data performance which can not be supporled using the previous CDMA

technology.

Multiple Traffic Types: l xEV-DV supports multiplexing traffic over high speed packet

data channels, which may beneht both the service providers and the subscribers. For

subscribers, they can have more than one service at the same time. For service providers,

this can be translated into revenue from multiple simultaneous applications without

adding cxtra channels l-or new services.

2.2 Reverse Link Physical Layer Enhancements

As the latest Revision D of lxEV-DV targets the improvement of RL transmission, some

physical layer improvements are involved in the standard. some of these features arc

taken into consideration in our system model structure design. Therefore, we summarize

some key points from the Revision D specification as follows.

11



The goals of RL design in Revision D are to increase the RL peak rate (up to 1.84Mbps)

and secto¡ throughput (up to 600kbps), and maintain backward compatibility as well. The

major improvement on the physical layer design is to introduce some new channels

specific to suppofi high speed data transmission. Three main new RL channels are added

in Revision D [ 1].

1) Reverse Packet Data Channel (R-PDCH): A reverse traffic channel which

ftansmits higher-level data and control information from a mobile to the base

station. In R-PDCH, 1Omsec frame size is given with data rate sets = 119.2,39.4,

7 9.2, 156, 309.6, 463.2, 616.8, 924, 1231, 1. 538.4, 1 845. 6 ] kbps.

2) Reverse Packet Data Control Channel (R-PDCCH): A cont¡ol channel to transmit

cont¡ol informatíon, such as the modulation, coding and Hybrid ARQ ËARe)

for the subpacket whìch is being transmitted on the R-PDCH and the mobile

status indicator bit. The ARQ information allows the base station to approprìately

combine subpackets, while the modulation and coding format information

specifies how to demodulate and decode the signal transmit on thc R-pDCH.

3) Reverse Request Channel (R-REQCH): A channel used by a mobile station to

indicate its ability to the base station to ffansmit above the autonomous data rate

on the R-PDCH. Also it updates the base station with the amount of data in the

buffer, the QoS requirements, and the available power head¡oom.

The high speed data channel has provided high cffrcient radio ¡esource management on

the RL. Meanwhile, the FL enhancements are provided to support improved RL high

72



speed transmission.

Forward Grant Channel (F,GCH): A control channel used by the base station

to grant mobiles to transmit one or more encoder packets.

Forward Indicator Control Channel (F-ICCH): A control channel used by the

base station to transmit rate control message to the mobiles.

According to CDMA2000 standard Revision D, a frame for R-PDCH, R-PDCCH, R-

REQCH, F-GCH is 10ms long. The modulation format of R-PDCH can be Bínary phase

Shift Keying (BPSK), Quadrature Phase Shifr Keying (QPSK), or 8-Phase Shifr Keying

(8-PSK). The modulation depends on the Encoder Packet (EP) size (EP,i,") which is

specified as 192, 408, 792, 1560, 3096, 4632, 6168, 9240, 12312, 1.5384, or 18456 birs.

BPSK modulation is used by a mobile for encode¡ packet size of 192,408, and 792 bits.

QPSK modulation is used for encoder packet sizes of 1560, 3096, 4632, 6169, 9240,

72312 and 15384 bits. 8-PSK modulation is applied for an encoder packet size of 18456

bits [1]. The other parameters for R-PDCH are explained in Appendix A.

Encoder packets are transmilted as ons, two, o¡ three subpackets. Initially, the first

subpacket is transmitted. Then, subsequent subpackets are transmitted if the transmilted

subpacket is not the last subpacket, and a mobile station does not receive an

acknowledgment from the base station. The first subpacket carries most of the

information while the following subpackets are transmitted due to the requiremenl of

retransmission. lxEV-DV allows an encoder packet to be transmitted using from one to

t3

t)

,ì



three 10-ms subpackets. An R-PDCH frame starts only when system time is an integral

multiple of 10 ms.

2.3 Reverse Link Resource Limitation

RL is power (or interference) limited. Since the transmission on the RL can be done in

TDM/CDM mode, several mobiles are allowed to transmit simultaneously. Thus, the

accumulated power of the received signals represents the level of the interference at the

base station. The transmission power from any other mobiles is regarded as interference

for one particular mobile. In the RL, the most limiling resource is the ratio of the lotal

received power over the thermal noise power at the base station called Rise-over-The¡mal

@oT) t321. Because thermal noise power is a constant given the bandwidth, temperature,

and receiver noise figure, RoT is a direct measure of the total received powcr at the base

station. Due to the limited capacity of a mobile's power amplifier and battery, it is

important to cont¡ol the RoT in order to maintain good system performance and user

experience. The RL design is to ensure lhat the RoT at the base station does not exceed

the threshold 1eve1 as long as there is RL data to be transmitted [9]. Moreover, the

transmission power is associated with a certain daLa rale. Highe¡ data rate requires more

transmission power which subsequently causes more intede¡ence. The total intcrference

in a sector is composed of the interference caused by the target user, the interference

caused by the other users and the thermal noise.

Since multþle users can be served simultaneously, it is crucial to schedule the

1.4



transmission and control the power and rate of each user so as to maximize the resource

utilization while keeping the interference unde¡ the maximum th¡cshokl. Two aspects are

considered regarding the radio resource management of high-speed RL: rate control and

scheduling [32]. Rate control works much like power control in today's CDMA system.

A rate control command sent from the base stalion instructs a mobile to either increase or

decrease its data rate. On the other hand, scheduling implies that the scheduler assigns the

timeslot, duration, and data rates a mobile takes during its transmission.

2.4 Reverse Link Operation

The base station is the major power controller of mobiles. It measures the Reverse pilot

Channel (R-PICH) of each mobile and controls the received Signal-to-Interference-plus-

Noise Ratio (SINR) of the R-PICH to a target level by sending power control bits to the

mobiles. In Revision D, a mobile may send indications of its power limit anct bufter

status on the R-REQCH. Based on the data and control information received from the

mobiles at the base station, the base station determines the loading on the RL. Then the

base station grants the mobiles data rates via forward control channel. Once a mobile

receives a grant, it transmits data on the R-PDCH and transmission format information on

the R-PDCCH. A simplified RL operational indication of the lxEV-DV sysrem presented

in [32] is shown in Figure 2. i. In this thesis, we assume that the base station behaves the

same as the Base Transceiver Station (BTS) shown in Figure 2.1.

15





Table 2.1: Default R-PDCH Nominal Aftribure Gain (TPR)

Rate Index ' R-PDCH Rate (kbps)

l t92
Nominal TPR (1/8 dB)

6

2 40.8 JT'

3 1q) 54

4 156.0 77

5 309.6 95

6 463.2

7 6i6.8 t19

8 924.0 I33

9 1231.2 144

l0 1538.4 153

11 110

The calculation of R-PDCH output transmission power is described in Appendix B.

The RL Medium Access Control (MAC) in Revision D is flexible which is designed to

support various rate assignment mechanisms for differcnt environments. The rate grant

mechanisms can be categorized as Autonomous Assignment, Differential Rate

Assignment, and Absolute Rate Assignment shown in Figure 2.2. In Autonomous

operation, the mobiles can transmit up to a pre-configured ratc without authorization

from the base station. In Differential Rate Assignment, the Forward Rate Control

Channel (F-RCCH) carries a rate control command from the base station to the mobile

stations. In Absolute Rate Assignment, a shared channel F-GCH gfants an absolute rate

assignment from the base station to the mobile stations.

17







maximum allowable rate that DRC algoritlLm can support is 1845.6 kbps. Each mobile

allows transmitting with a certain data rate which can be done by accordingly changing

(increase/decrease) the transmission power shown in Table 2.2. The UP and DOWN

stepsizes of transmission power signify the rate level allowed to transmit in the next

timeslot.

Table 2.2: DRC TPR UP/DOWN Stepsizes Based on Default Nominal TpR Values

R-PDCH

Rate (kbps)

0

Nominal

rPR(V8dB)

"100 
-

UP

Stepsizes (1/8dB

106 -

DOWN

Stepsizes (U8 dB)

0

19.2 624 r06

40.8 24

79.2 23

156.0 77 18 23

_309.6
463.2

95

r09

I4

t0
tq
14

616.8 19 14 10

924.O 33 11 T4

1231.2 144 9 11

153 8.4 153 11 9
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Chapter 3

Literature Review

In the cellular wireless systems, resource allocation schemes and scheduling policies play

important roles in providing service performance guarantees, such as throughput,

capacity, delay, outage probability, interference and faimess. The base station is the

major conlroller of the transmission process. The decision made by the base station on

the RL is highly dependent on the initial request, such as data rate and QoS associated

information from the mobiles. Wheneve¡ the base station performs scheduling and

resource allocation, it has to consider the request and status of each mobile and the

resources available at the base station. On the RL, due to near-far problem, the received

power at the base station from all mobiles should all be unìform and their sum should be

below a certain th¡eshold value. There are several factors that have to be taken into

consideration while making scheduling and allocation decision.

Various previous contributions, eiller performance evaluation for existing systems or a

new approach proposition for improving system level performance has been studied for

CDMA2000 cellular systems. In this chapter, we will go through previous works of RL

scheduling and resource allocation for CDMA2000 wireless networks. As different

Revisions of the CDMA2000 standard support various system performances, we classify
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the literature following the CDMA2000 technique evolution step. In each subcategory,

we classify the contributions by the research objective and performance metrics.

3.1 Contributioris for lxEV-DV Revision D

As thc new published Revision D of CDMA2000 targets improvements on the RL, some

according works [2], t3l, t4l, t5l, [31] and [32] which a¡e dedicated to Revísion D have

been presented recently. These works emphasize on concluding the RL physical layer

enhancements of Revision D and analyzing the system performance.

Derryberry, et al. [5] present a summary overview of the main enhancements over

Revision D. The enhancements concluded include: summarizing the features of the new

RL channels and the additional FL improvements to suppoú RL, and illustrating the

features of Broadcast and Multicast Services, Fast Call Setup, and Mobile Equìpment

Identifier. However, their work is based on general overview instead of giving further

performance analysis.

The works in [2] and [4] present system level performance analysis according to the new

RL enhancements. Wu, et al. [4] investigate the RL QoS performance of CRC and DRC

rate control modes. They specify throughput and delay versus various user classes as the

performance measures and study the behavior of CRC and DRC algorithms with

supporting different QoS requirements th¡ough simulation. Derrybeny and Pi [2] study

RL scheduling and radio resource allocation over data traffic scenario. A proportional fair
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scheduler is used considering rate request, the allocated data rate, cell geometry, active

set size, and fairness factor of each mobile. The resource allocation is done in greedy

fashion by which the mobilcs with the higher priority are assigned the requested rates as

long as the load is below a certain threshold. The system performance is evaluated and

compared with that of the predecessors in terms of throughput and detay. However, they

consider subscribers' benefits on1y.

Three basic radio resource management mechanisms which a¡e Rate-Control (RC)

scheme, Time-Scheduled (TS) scheme and Rate Conrrol with Quick Stat (RCeS)

scheme (a hybrid of RC and TS) are introduced by Kwon, et al. [3]. They evaluate and

compare the performance in terms of average system throughput, packet delay and

overheads over three radio resource management techniques.

Revision D RL enhancements are summarized by Chen, et a1. [31]. The summary

includes the major design goals, the design of a set of new channels, control mechanisms

and the system operations.

Denyberry and Pi [32] present an ovewiew of high-speed RL enhancements in Revision

D togelher with a simple operational overview. The summarization is taken account of

RL design philosophies, RL enhancements, FL enhancements to suppott RL high-speed

packet data transmission, and RL opcration.
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3.2 Contributions for lxEV-DV Revision C

In the last three years, some studies reported ìn t6l, t7l, [8], t9l, and [11] are based on

lxEV-DV Revision C system. The study of RL resource allocation of improving system

throughput is the common objective of the works in [6], [7], t8l, and I9l. According to

these works, only subscribers' advantages are considered in the proposed schemes. We

classify the resource ailocation studied in these works into power allocation and rate

allocation.

3.2.1 Throughput Improvement---Power Allocation

Zhang, el a1. [7] propose an optimal power allocation schemc considering the advantages

and disadvantagcs of the greedy and the fair scheduling policy so as ro maximize sysrcm

utility subject to the constraint of peak transmit power, total received power from a1l the

data users and minimum SINR for each user. But the study is only limited in one cell, and

channel variation and mobile's buffer status are not considered either.

3.2.2 Throughput Improvement---Rate Allocation

In t6l, t8l and [9], the new scheduling and rate allocation schemcs are proposed. Chung,

et al. [6] proposc a scheme which enables dedicate rate control and group rate conÍol

considering the location of mobiles. The simulation is built for a single cell environment.

It is shown that this scheme can provide high average data rate, large total amount of

transmitted data and shorter delav.
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Pi and Derryberry [8] buìld RL scheduling and rate allocalion a¡chitecture. The proposed

working procedure is described as follows. At each scheduling period, the priority of

each mobile is calculated at the base station. The mobiles are sorted to transmit by their

priorities. The priority function is defined based on rate request, the allocated data rate

and thc received power received from mobiles. By íntroducing a proper choice of the

fairness faclor, the scheduler can take advantage of multi-user diversity while providing

certain fairness among mobiles. The procedure of resource allocation follows a greedy

fashion. The mobiles with the higher priority are granted the requested rates as long as

the RoT does not exceed the constraints. ln addition, the scheduling algorithm always

satisfies the mobiles with higher priority as much as possible and the selection stops

when the RoT budget is used up. The¡efore, this scheme minimizes the number of

mobiles transmitting simullaneously and keeps the interference in a low level.

Chung and Cho [9] propose a transmission procedure. They describe the new operation

between the mobiles and the base station, and the conccpt of rate control, Mobile Status

Indication (Ì4SI), and Rate Variation Indicarion (RVI). Scheduler controls rate of each

mobile considering their location, speed and amount of data to transmit. The maximum

rate is iimited according to mobile's position. Thus, the RL capacity can be fully utilized

using dynamic data rate control and allocation. The scheduling procedu¡e is designed and

summarized as follows. The base station receives MSI and RVI of all the mobiles. Then

it allocates the lowest r¿te (9.6Kbps) to all new calls. If there remain allowable resources,

the base station allocates resources to all calls according to their priority and RVI value.

The basic priority level depends on mobile's iocation and speed. Aîerward, the base
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station allocates resources and sends RC value to each request. According to the received

value of RC, each call changes its data rate. The performance is evaluated in the view of

average throughput, average goodput, portion of overshoot and average delay. Two types

of trafñc models such as Email and WAP traffic are considered. The new approach may

improve average throughput and goodput. However, they cio not take into account

fairness among users and revenue generated for service providers.

3.2.3 System Level Performance Anâlysis

Additionally, Derryberry, et a1. [11] desc¡ibe the RL enhancements and present the

analysis of system leve1 performancc such as throughput and outagc under mixed voice

and data traffic scenarios. Thc proportional fair scheduler is used considering potential

achievable data rate obtained from Reverse Channel Quality Indicator Channel @-

CQICH) feedback, fairness factor, and traffic types.

3.3 Contributions for lxEV-DO

As the TIAÆIA 15-856 standard is also known as CDMA2000 lxEV-DO, we classify

approach presented in [12] into lxEV-DO standard orientated. Yeo and Cho [12]

evaluatc the performance of IS-856 RL rate control by modeling it as a Markov process.

The throughput and the outage probability are derived as two performance metrics.

Price and Javidi [26] construct a distributcd üte assignment algorithm which address

both MAC and transport layer issues. The problem is formulated as an optimization of
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rate assignment subject to both the interference and congestion constraints. In the

formulation, a proportional fair rate assignment which represents a trade-off between

total throughput and fairness is considered.

3.4 Contributions for General CDMA2000 Svstem

The approaches reported in ti3l, [14], and [15] address ro improve RL capacity for

general CDMA2000 syslems.

Sandip [13] focus on the study of capacity for voice user basecl on various channel

conditions. The capacity is defined as the average number of users at any time in the

system, and expressed as the total received power at lhe base station antenna for M users

over a bandwidth & and noise spectral density, summing over a1l the cells. The analysis

results prove that CDMA2000 system presents significant capacity improvement over IS-

958 system, as it is able to support more users.

Damnjanovic, et al [14] evaluate the performance of a scheduled CDMA2000 1x system

RL ìn terms of throughput, interference and faimess through simulation.

A new RL bandwidth allocation scheme with the goal of reducing interference and

increase capacity for real-time applications is studied by Heyaime-Duverge and Prabhuin

[15]. Capacity in this article is described as the number of users supported while

complying with the QoS requirements of the applications being served. The QoS
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attributes are the packet delay and probability of outage. This approach may nearly

double the system capacity, but it may not be applied on lxEV-DV system because i1

does not exactly follow the physical layer design of lxEV-DV.

3.5 Contribution for CDMA Cellular Svstem

The approaches presented in [30], [16], 1271, t18)-125) are based on the study of general

CDMA cel1u1ar networks. The works of [30] and [21] address to rhe study of RL traffic.

The contributions of [16], 127), l2}l and l22l are based on the study of ¡esource

allocation with the objective of improvìng link throughput. The study of capacity are

presented in t181, i231, and [25], whi-le the utility study is illustrated in [19] and 1241.

3.5.1 Reverse Link Traffïc Analysis

Ashtiani, et a1. [30] build up a traffic model for RL taking into account the interference-

limitedness and softhandoff. The model is suitable for the traffic analysis and handoff

management algorithms in dynamic environment due to its flexibility.

Ishikawa and Umeda [21] propose a nevv traffic model expressing RL capacity with QoS

guarantee, such as loss probability for communication quality and blocking rate. Two

methods for call admission control are discussed. For the first method. the resources of a

network are equivalent to the number of channels. In the second method which conside¡s

interference-based call admission control, the resources in the network are proportional to

the lcvel of interference. Hence, the second method appears to be more suitable for the
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interferencelimiledncss attribute of CDMA capacity.

3.5.2 Throughput lmprovement

From subscribers' point of view, Krishnan and Qian [16] propose a scheduling algorithm

for RL packet-data traffic in a single CDMA cell with the objective of improving

throughput and providing fairness among users. The algorithm can be extended to apply

in lxEV-DO systems. However, some extra enhancements are needed if it is employed to

lxEV-DV systems.

Hossein [27] develops an optimal power allocation scheme for data users with the

objective of maximizing the RL throughput. Theoretical analysís shows that more than

one user transmitting at a tìme may be optimal with the current data traffic. Thus,

Hossein derives thresholds that dete¡mine when it is optimal to serve only a signal user

and optimal to simultaneously serve multiple users. Based on this derivation, a power

allocalìon mechanism is proposed considering a certain degree of fairness.

An optimal power control strategy is derived by Sung and Wong [20], with the objective

of maximizing the total effective rate. The problem is formulated as a constrained

optimization problem. The proposed algorithm is suitable for two classes of problem,

such as delay-tolerable and delay-sensitive. However, the model is only studied in a

single cell and the intercell intcrference is ignored.

Ulukus and Greenstein [22] address to maximize throughput for CDMA RL. They
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formulate the problem as an optimization problem in terms of transmission bit rate and

transmission power, and solve it using a nonlinear programming approach. But it mostly

benefits users in favorable locations while ignoring the performance seen by the

disadvantaged users.

3.5.3 Capacity Analysis

A power control scheme for maximizing the information capacity of the RL in singte-cell

multiuser communications is studied by Knopp and Humblet [18]. The main

characteristics are to transmit only one user over the entire bandwidth at any timeslot.

The power allocation depends on the channel conditions.

Jantli and Kim [23] propose a scheduling scheme in which users transmit data through a

hybrid of CDMA and TDMA with the objective of increasing radio nerwork capacity for

non-real-time data service. The major concepts are desc¡ibed as follows. If the packet

sizes are large and the interference plus noise power is small, then the minimum úme

solution can be obtained by using the TDMA transmission. If the interferencc plus noise

power is high or the packets are very small, then the CDMA type of transmission policy

is optimal. Otherwise, it is optimal to use a mixed strategy in which the transmission of

the users having very small packets or being in unfavorable positions share the channel

simultaneously, while the users having large packets and being in favorable positions

transmil in thc one-by-onc fashion.

As CDMA cellular networks are well known for time-varying interference-dependent
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capacity, Narrainen and Takawira [25] propose an analysis for CDMA capacity that takes

into account the time-varying nature. The system pedoÍnance is computed in terms of

the carried traffic, the queue length and the probability ofblocking new and handoff calls.

The admission scheme gives higher priority to handolT calls than new calls.

3.5.4 Utility Improvement

Some works have applied the microeconomic principle to the CDMA radio resource

allocation, where the pricing mechanism is adopted in [19]. The pricing mechanism is a

very appealing feature in the decentralized architecturc. Goodman and Mandayam [19]

aim at improving utilities. They propose an algorithrn in which a price function is

proportional to transmitter power. Pricing function represents explicitly the fact tha! the

signal transmitted by each mobilc interferes with the signals transmitted by other mobiles

and can be measured as the utility function. The mobiles adjust their powers to maximize

the difference between utility and price. By doing so, higher utilities are achieved than

that of individuaì utility maximization.

A flexible traffic model for multicellular CDMA networks with multiple user classes and

variable bit rates is developed by Evans and Everilt [24]. Tl'rc development is based on

the use of effective bandwidth concepts. Jamie and David investigatc the effectiveness of

bandwidth concepts utilized in the modeling of CDMA cellular mobile networks. These

concepts are allowed to associate an effective bandwidth to each mobile dependent on its

class and location. However, comparing with the other related works, the mobility and

handoff problem are not taken into account.
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3.6 Summary

F¡om the above overview of prior works which are based on the RL transmission study of

CDMA2000 cellular networks, we conclude that most of works have been targeted to

increase throughput, capaciÍy, utilìty and fairness, and decrease deiay, outage probabitity

and interference. They are normally concemed subscribers' benefit. In addition, only few

conlributions address the system level performance study following the latest Revision D

of lxEV-DV. During the fierce competition of wireless communication market, the final

objective of satisfying subscribers is to maximize revenue for service provider. Therefore,

it is important to have service provider's benefits considered in scheduling policy. In tlLis

thesis, we consider both service provider and subscriber's standpoint, and target on

revenue maximization with certain QoS consideration based on the physicat layer design

of lxEV-DV Revision D.

A novel proposed scheme is described in the next chapter. The key points that make our

scheme signihcantly different from the existing studies in this area arc the definition of

the objectìve function and the model formulation. This alternativc approach will benefit

both the service providers and subscribers. The scheduling policy aims at maximizing

obtained revenue for service provider and minimizing loss fo¡ subsc¡ibers. Furthermore,

service providers are allowed to schedule the transmission based on their desires by

dynamically adjusting objective balancing parameter. The scheduling order and rate grant

mechanism highly depend on the request message from each mobile.
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Chapter 4

Proposed Algorithms

4.1 System Model Description

RL operation design depends on the physical layer structurc. Based on the enhancements

of physical layer architecture in Revision D, we describe our system model operation as

follows. In each timeslot, each mobile sends transmission rate request information which

is based on authorized transmission power, together with the information of the amount

of data to transmit and the buffer size to the base station through R-REQCH. The base

station receives the requests from all the mobiles. The accumulated RoT value at the base

station is computed. Our scheduler determines scheduling and rate allocation for each

mobile using the proposed algoritlLms. The rate grant message is sent back to each mobile

through F-ICCH. The authorized mobiles then transmit high speed data with allocated

data rate through R-PDCH. The modulation, coding, HARQ information are conveyed

through R-PDCCH at the same time used to help receiver decode the data delivered on R-

PDCH. The transmission procedure can be briefly described in three steps shown in

Figure 4. 1.
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The base station plays an important role of concentmted rate control and resource

managemenl Hence, the scheduling scheme is implemented every timeslot at the base

station -

4.2 System Model Formulation

In this thesis, the scheduling interest is to select which users are scheduled for

transmission with granted rate level at each tìmeslot in order to maximize revenue and as

well as minimize loss subject to the RoT limitation. We formulate this into a knapsack

problem with mulliple constraints. There are some existing solutions for the knapsack

problem. The most adaptable solution to the model is a LP-based BNB algorithm for

solving binary integer LP problems. We formulate the model as:

(4.1)

Subject to:

(1). RoT Limitation , (4.2)

(4.3)

At any timeslot It, t+1), ri,lt) 1s the obtained revenue from mobile I transmitting at data

raLe j; k¡(t) is the objective function balancing parameter for mobile j, which can be

defined by service providers based on their concerns (revenue or ìoss); ailr)denotes the

** ä,Þ;" [',,, 
(t)+ k,<offi).,,,<,t,

I Ir,,ir)* x,,,(t)3

lx,,r(t) < 1 v'(2).



amount of data of mobile i to be transmitLed; Êlt) denotes the buffer size of mobile l;

w¡¡(t) is rhe weight (contribution to the RoT) of mobile i Íansmiuing at data rate j; N is

the total number of the mobiles in a ccl1; nl," is the minimum available data rate ro

transmit for mobile ¡; ni"" is the maximum available data rate to transmit for mobile j;

x¡¡(t) ís a decision variable, which can be represented as a binary number 0 or 1, x¡¡(t)=l

if mobile i fansmitting at rate./ is selected, otherwise -r;(r)=0.

In the objective function @quation 4.1), klt) is determined based on QoS requirements.

Maximizing k,(t)(dltyÊlt)) implies minimizing loss. Ã¡(r) is given based on service

provider's expectation. Additionally, parameter k¡(t) can be dynamically adjusted

according to individual user's situation. For example, it can be increased when the buffer

is almost full, that is a,(t)/f,(t) close to 1; conversely, it can be decreased when buffer is

nearly empty, that is a,(t)/þ,(t) close to 0. The greater the value of k-,(t), tfre more the QoS

concemed and the less the lost opportunities obtained. Hence larger k¡(t) can improve

QoS, but may loss certain revenue. Note that ftil¡) Ð.

Definition 1: The RoT is defined as

(4.4)

and indicates the ratio of the total power received from all the mobiles at the base station

and the thermal noise[28]. Furthermore, each mobile I is allowed to transmit with one ¡ate

levelj at any timeslot [t, t+1],

zrrr=ro*roe,[ .Ëi#)
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In the Equation 4.4, w¡¡(t) denotes the transmission power received at the base station

from mobile i with transmifting rate j at the timeslot [r, t+1]. Wis the chip bandwidth, N0

is the thermal noise density. N¿trV represents the background noise power (including the

intracell interference) in Watts.

Defïnition 2: Weight w¡¡(t) is defined as the power contribution of mobile I with

transmitting rate j to RoT value at any timeslot [t, t+1]. We assume the base station has

perfect power control, that is, the pilot power P¡Pit" (t) from each mobile i received at the

base station is exactlyP'(r). Thus, w¡(r) can be expressed as:

wilt) = Prtft Q)

=TPR¡,lt)* P'(t), (4.5)

Where the value of ZPR¡;(I) denotes the TPR value refering to Table 2.1 of mobite j with

transmit ratej.

4.3 Proposed Solutions

4.3.1 BNB Solution Discussion

BNB method is one of the existing algorithms to solve binary integer Lp problem. In

BNB, the algorithm will potentially search 2n binary integer vectors where n is the

number of variables. Therefore, intuitively more variables will cause longer processing

time. BNB algorithm provides two kinds of node search strategies and two kinds of

b¡anch search strategies which are described below.
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Node Search Strategy:

. Depth First Search Strategy (DFSS): at each node in the search tree, if there is

child node one level down in the tree that has not been explored, the algorithm

will choose such child to search. Otherwise, the algorithm moves to the node one

level up in the tree and chooses a child node one tevel down from that node.

. Best Node Search Strategy (BNSS): rhe algorithm chooses the node with optimal

bound on the objective function

Branch Search Sfrategy:

¡ Minimum Integer Strategy (MINIS): algorithm chooses the variable with the

minimum integer infeasibility. That is, the variable whose value is closest to 0 or

I but not equal to 0 or 1.

. Maximum Integer Strategy (MAXIS): algorithm chooses rhe variable with the

maximum integer infeasibility, that is, the variable whose value is closest to 0.5

In the experiments, we will compare the results among various search strategies. The

optimal strategy which achieves best optimal objective function value will be selected as

one of the solutions for the system model and is going to be used to compare with the

heuristic solutions.

For BNB, we let B; be a binary integer feasible solution of objective function at an

intermediate rate of mobile i, and C¡ be the first node objective relaxation value at an

intermediate rate of mobile i. Then the difference between B¡ arld C¡ can be calculated if
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we let BNB algorithm stop at the first node. The difference B¡ and C¡ is defined as

objective function value gap G; using following equation.

(4.6)

Due to the node searching strategy, BNB algorithm presents longer computational time

when more users send requests. Thus, it is not efficient for the model and obviously may

not meet the requirement of scheduling time. To cope with this probtem, two heu¡istic

algorithms are proposed. Meanwhile, C¡ and G¡ of BNB algorithm are used to compare

the performance with two heuristic algorithms.

4.3.2. Heuristic Algorithm I (HAI) Description

The user with high unit price plan, 1ow weight, and large amount of data in the buffer will

have higher chance to be scheduled at any scheduling period. For each combination (1, j)

which implies user i with transmission rate j, HAI calculates the value of r¡¡(t),

wtr{t)(a/r)/þ,(r)) and ratio R¡up). The ratio function is defined as:

",=[=")*tooza,

t4.7)

Consider that the RL system works in DRC mode. In DRC mode, the base station can

allocate the rate thât is at most one level higher or at most rwo leve1s lower than the initial

rate requested by a mobile. Hence, fo¡ each mobile, it has 4 rate options. IfN is the total

number of users in a ce1l, the possible number of combinations (i, j) availabte to be

chosen by the base station is 4*N. HAI starts by listing all of the possible combinations

of (i, j). It then sorts the list in decreasing orde¡ based on the ¡atio value (R;;). Afte¡wa¡d,
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HAI starts to choose the (i, j) f¡om the top of rhe sorted list to the end and only keeps the

ft, j) combinations that satisfy the two constraints given in Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3,

that is, the users are selected one at a time and the accumulated RoT value is calculated

until no user can be added without exceeding the RoT budget. The algorithm is

summarized in the following flowchart:

Flowchart 4.1: HAI Working Procedure

Set up optional rates according to l

Compute ratio f;j and soft Â,'j in

Select¡on starts trom tlre t¡rsñctdl

Calculate the accumulated RoT
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4.3.3 Heuristic Algorithm II (HAII) Description

HAII is an improved version of HAI. After running several experiments using HAI, we

notice that the objective values generated by HAI are lower than those of B&B

sometimes. It is due to the fâct that the selection process in HAI is purely based on the

ratio values. However, the ratio value is not always proportional to the objective values

generated for (¿, ). Note that the (í ,r) combinations in the sorted list can be further

classified based on thei¡ ratio values. For instance, there are X ratio groups in the list. In

HAI, the algorithm always starts the selection process from the first ratio group (i.e., the

group with the highes¡ ratio value). HAII uses the same concept as HAI. However, it

performs more thorough search over the combinations by using starting points from

different ratio group to run HAI. Thus, HAI is run X times and in the end, HAII generates

X groups of 0, j) combinations that have different objective values. The group of (1, j)

combinations with the best objective vatue is chosen as the solution of HAII. The

working procedure of HAII is shown in Flowchart 4.2:
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Flowchart 4.2: TLAII Working Procedure
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Chapter 5

lllustrative Experiments and Discussions

5.1 Performance Metrics

In this thesis, the performance of three algorithms is evaluated in terms of average

objective value gap, average RoT consumption and average processing time for

scheduling. These three measurements are defined as the average value over all the

experiments. The average objective value gap G¡ is defined in Equation 4.6. The smaller

the gap generated, the better the objective function value achieved. RoT consumption is

represented by the sum of all the scheduled mobiles' RoT contributions ât the base station

in each timeslot. Due to the RoT resource limitation at the base station, this value should

be below a certain threshold. Since we consider more than 5 users request high-speed

data transmission simultaneously in the experiments, RoT resource is fully utilized most

of time. Processing time implies the algorithm computational time, that is, the scheduling

time. Ideally, the schedulìng period should be less than one timeslot.

The balancing paraneter È¡ is introduced in objective function. Scheduling and objective

value obtained may change given different values of fr¡. The scheduling result affected by

k¡ is analyzed in terms of schedule opportunity which is defined as the numbe¡ of times
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that mobile i is allowed to transmit over the total number of experiments.

5.2 Experiment Description

In this section, we describe the experiments environment and associated assumptions. We

assume that â11 the scheduling ôvents that we carry out in the system occurs every

timeslot, and all the transmissions are successful and no retransmissions are required. To

make it simple, we assume all the subpacket transmissions are successful. Thus we only

consider the transmission of the first subpacket as it carries most of the information if no

retransmissions are required. All the mobiles are located in one ce1l. According to a

certain transmission rate, there are three unit price sets to be chosen: the basic class for

normal users, the silver class which is 1.5 times of basic ctass and the gold class which is

2 times of basic class as shown in Table 5.1. In each price set, pnce )"j (j = 1, 2, 3,...11) is

proportionally associated with one rate level listed in Table 2.1. In the case of service

being provided with the same rate, the user who pays high unit price has high priority to

be scheduled.

In the experiments, we assume the system works in DRC rate control mode. In DRC

mode, the mobiles are allowed to go up at most one rate level but may go down two rate

levels. Thus, the¡e are four optional data rate selections available for each mobile.

Table 5.1 : Unit Price Value Mapping



The assumptions used in the experiments are listed below.

1) The mobiles always have enough power and enough data to transmit at their

highest transmission rates.

2) The pilot power from each mobile received at the base station is exactly Pr=-

80dBm.

3) The threshold of RoT=7dB, chip bandwidth W=l.23MH2,

No= -60dBnV1.23MHz

4) 0-20 data users in a single cell.

5) Users' requests follow uniform distribution

6) Timeslot=l0ms.

7) k; is randomly selected berween 1 and 50, (a1Ê) are randomly selected between

0 and 1.

All the experiments were implemented using MATLAB, and ran on a SunFire 480 Server

with four 900MHZ, UltraSparc-lll processors and 16GB of RAM.

5.3 Numerical Results and Discussion

5.3.1 BNB Algorithm Discussion

In BNB algorithm, there are two kinds of node search strategies and branch search

strategies. In order to test which mode works bette¡, we present the expedmental results
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of each st¡ategy in Tables 5.3 & 5.4. The output parameter explanations are listed in

Table 5.2

Table 5.2: Ouçut Parameter Explanation

Output Heading Description

Explored nodes Cumulat¡ve number of explored nodes

Ob¡ of LP relaxation (C, F¡rst node objectlve relaxation value

Obj of best integer point (8, Objective function value of the besl
integer po¡nt found so far.

Iterations Number of iterat¡ons

Exitflag
1: Funct¡on converged to a solut¡on

0: max¡mum number of ¡terat¡ons exceed

Time Algorithm computational time

Obj Gap between LP relaxat¡on
and ¡nteger point (G,

G¡= (C j- B) / Cj

Table 5.3 compares the results of DFSS and BNSS implementing under the scenario of

having 6 user sending requests. From the experimental results, we observe that two

strategies present the similar behavior while BNSS works better than DFSS in terms of

running time.

Table 5.4 compares the results of MINIS and MAXIS branch search strategies. It is

observed that MAXIS mode takes shorter computational time than that of MINIS mode.

Obviously, in our case, MAXIS mode is an optimal selection for branch search strategy.
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Table 5.3: Node Search Strategy Mode Comparison

Table 5.4: Branch Search Strategy Mode Comparison

Trial
Node

search
strategy

Explore
d nodes

Obj of LP
relaxat¡on

Obj of best
¡nteger point Iterations Exitflag Time(s)

Obj Gap
between LP
relaxat¡on

and ¡nteger

1
BNSS

117
-4 9310F+04 3 Rl f Otr+O4 tót 2 4125 71

DFSS 205 -4 931 0F+04 -3.81 10E+04 310 1 4.2969 7

2

BNSS 65 -4,931 0E+04 -3.8070E+04 116 2.0781 22.79q"

DFSS 201 -4.9310F+04 -3.8070E+04 1 : 4.1563

BNSS -2.6180E+04 -2.1180E+04 534 6.67 19 19.1 0%

DFSS 395 -2 â1AOF +1t4 -2.1180E+04 562 1 7 0469 19.100/a

Node
Trial seerch txÞloreo

nooes
sraregy

Obj of LP
relaxat¡on

Obj of best
integer po¡nt Iteratlons Ex¡tflag T¡me(s)

Obj Gap
between

LP
relaxal¡on

and ¡nteger
ôô¡nt

MINIS 117 lz.ssroe*o¿ 2.11808+04 213 2.57 14.26/-

MAXIS 71 2.5910E+04 2.118OÈ+O4 2.23 14.260/-

I t,*," 50 2.5910E+04 2.1150E+04 99 2.12 1a 370/"

2 MAXIS 29 2.5910E+04 2.1150E+04 1 .94 14.370/"

3

MIN IS 117 2.142OE+O4 1 .9150E+04 2î3 1 2.56 10.60%

MAXIS 61 2.1420E+04 .l .91508+04 122 1 214 10.60y"
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From the above analysis, we conclude that BNSS combined with MAXIS strategy will

provide an optimal BNB solution for our model. Thus, we use this combination to

implement BNB algorithm. As the BNB algorithm is an exact solution to solve LP

problem, it also can be used to testify rhe behavior of our heuristic algorithms.

5.3.2 Comparison of Results and Discussions

In this subsection, we concentrate on analyzing the performance of BNB, HAI, and HAII.

To make this simple, we grant each user the same value of ft¡. That is to say, we give all

users equal consideration with regarding to buffer starus. Larer we merge QoS study

(performance influenced by k) in the next subsection. Table 5.5 shows an example of the

scheduling results with 10 users sending requests. Note that 1't node objective rôlaxation

value is only generated by BNB solution and able to calculate G; for HAI and HAII as

well. User selection (¿, /) implies that user I is scheduled to transmit wirh lh çt =t, Z, S, +¡

rate level.

Table 5.5: Scheduling Results Example (10 users Sending Requests)

Performance Metric BNB HAI HAtr
lst Node Objective
Relaxaúon Value

5.237

Scheduling dme (s) 3.78 0.0146 0.0366

User selection (r', l) (3,1), (10,2) (3,2), (4,3), (2,4)
16.41. t8 4ì (3,1), (10,2)

Objective function value 3.9398 3.708 3.9398

RoT Consumption (dB) 6.9814 6.987 6.9814

\Ve ¡an five experiments with 5, 7, 10, 15 and 20 users sending requests in one ce1l in one

timeslot. In each scenario, twenry experimental data are collecæd for performance

evaluation.
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Figures 5.1 - 5.4 show the results in terms of processing time versus trials with variable

number of users sending requests simultaneously. From the results shown in different

scenarios, we observe that the processing time of BNB solution is apparently much

longer than that of the other two heuristic algorithms. Increasing the number of users,

processing time of BNB will be inc¡eased up to 10s which is apparently unrealistic. In the

olher words, BNB solution is not very suitable for large system.

Figures 5.4 - 5.8 present the results of revenue obtained in each experiment. Fluctuations

occur sometimes due to the randomness users' requests generated, such as the data rate,

unit price. However, from the whole trend in each scenario, the three algorithms achieve

the similar behavior.

Figures 5.9 - 5.12 compare the âverage objective value gap obtained among three

solutions. Objective value gap is another way to illustrate the revenue behavior to

evaluate which algorithm achieves better performance than one another. BNB and HAII

work better than HAI in most of the cases.

The comparisons of RoT utilization through different scenarios are shown in Figures 5.13

- 5.16. This measu¡ement is used to study the utilization of RL system resource. In this

thesis, we focus on high speed data traffic onty. Thus, RoT resource is fully utilized when

more data users are scheduled to transmit simultâneouslv.
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HAII is expected to be applied for large group of requests. It achieves smaller

objective value gap compared to HAL Furthermore, the processing time is

insensitive to the number of users.

BNB is feasible when there are less than hve users sending requests, and it also

needs a fast processing server to process the scheduling algorithm.

For any of the three algorithms, HAI, HAII and BNB, options are offered to service

providers to satisfy subscribers with various degrees of QoS. Moreover, a trade-off

occurs between objective value and QoS satisfaction. Thar is, high quality of QoS couÌd

be achieved by losing certain revenue. Otherwise, to merely pursue high revenue, service

providers may lose users due to lack of QoS concerns. Therefore, in order to meet the

requirements in different cases, service providers are given a very flexible choice by

defining the value of parameter h for user i based on its current status representedby a/þ¡

at any time. For example:

Let k¡ = 10 if a¡/f¡ <0.3, user i has 1itt1e data in the buffer,

Let ft, = 39 if 0.3 < ay'þ¡ < 0.7 , user i's buffer is around half full,

Let 4 = 59 if 0.7 < a¡/Ê¡ < I , user i's buffer is almost fuIl,

In addition, the parameter ft¡ can be defined based on the unit price of user j. If user I

chooses gold price plan, it may be granted greater value of parameter k; comparing to

those who select silver price plan in the same case (equal value of a1Ê). A mapping

example over k¡ a¡/þ¡, and price plan is shown in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7: Mapping of k¡, a/Ê¡ , and Price Plan

k¡ alf¡ Unit Price Plan

10

a,y'þi< 0.3

Common

20 Silver

JT,l GÕld

30

0.3<a4þ¡<0.'7

Common

40 Silver

50 Gold

50

0.7 <a¡/f¡<1

Common

60 Silver

10 Gold
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Chapter 6

Conclusions & Future Work

In this chapter, we summarize the results obtained in this thesis. We also present some

possible directions for future research on the problem of RL scheduling and resource

allocation for CDMA2000 lxEV-DV networks.

6.1 Conclusions

In this thesis, a novel scheduling and rate allocation approach for CDMA2000 lxEV-DV

which presents the significant different viewpoint with the existing solutions is proposed.

We propose an altemative procedure for RL scheduling and rate allocation for non-time

sensitive data traffic on the basis of Revision D. The goal is to maximize the revenue

obtained by service providers and minimize ioss for subscribers subject to RoT constraint.

The method is regarded as a tool of RL resource management which offers service

providers flexible option of either maximizing obtained revenue or satisfying service

quality, or balancing both of them.

We formulate the problem into a Knapsack problem with multiple constraints. BNB as an

existing algorithm to solve binary integer LP problem is studied for the system model.
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However, it is observed that BNB becomes almost impossible for practical

implementation due to its longer scheduling processing time. Instead two heuristic

algorithms are proposed.

The performance of the three algorithms is evaluated through illustrative experiments. It

is observed that the three algorithms can work appropriately in specific scenario

considering the tradeoff between a desirable processing time optimal objective function

value (revenue maximization with a cerlain QoS constraint). Moreover, in the objective

function, objective balancing parameter k; for user I can be dynamically adjusted based

on service providers' needs as we recommended in Sectìon 5.4.

6.2 Future Research Work

Although the RL scheduling methods we proposed aim to solve an alternative problem

compared with the other existing approaches for lxEV-DV system, there are still some

factors that are not considered in our scheduling scheme. These issues may be considered

for fu¡ther ¡esearch and are listed below.

1) The future research in this area will extend the scheduling algorithm to more than

one timeslot and study the performance of proposed solutions.

To achieve a long run benefit, faimess among users is encouraged to be

considered in the model design.

,\
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3) Further research is required to address multi-cell systems, which may have a

significant influence in RL scheduling.
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Appendix A

Parameters for R-PDCII

Table 4.1 illustrates the parameters of R-PDCH.

Table ,{.1: Parameters for the R-PDCH with Radio Configuration 7
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In the above tab1e, the data rate is the number of EP bits divided by the durarion of all of

the transmitted subpackets of the EP. The effective code rate is def,ined as lhe number of
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bits in the EP divided by the number of binary code symbols in a1l of the trânsmitted

subpackets of the EPs. The "Interleaver Output Sequence Starting Point for the

Subpacket" is the first symbol in the interleaver output sequence that the subpacket

symbol selection operation selects for each sbupacket.
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Appendix B

The Code Channel Output Power Calculation for R-PDCH

According to Revision D standard, the MS shall ser the output power of the R-PDCH

relative to the output power of the Reverse Pilot Channel. The MS shall transmit the data

on R-PDCH at an output power given by

mean code channel output power (dBm) =

meân pilol channel output power (dBm)

0. 125 x (Nominal_Reverse_Packet_Data_Channel_

AÍ.ribure_GainIEP_SIZE, SPID, BOOST, REV_PDCH-TABLE_SELs]

+ Reverse_Pâcket Datâ Channel_Attributc_

Adjustment_Gain[EP-ST7F, SPID, BOOST]

+ Reverse_Packet_Datâ_Chânnel Payload_Adjustment_Gain[EP-ST7F]

+ Reverse_Packet_Datâ_Channel-Subpacket_Adjustment_GainISPID]

+ Reverse_Packet_Datâ_Chânnel Boost_Adjustment_Gain[BOOST]

+ Reverse_Channel_Adjustment_GâinlChannell

- Multiple_Channel_Adjustment-GâinlChannell

+ RLGAIN TRAFFIC PILOTs).

Where the values of

Nominal_Reverse_Packet-Data_Chânnel_Attribute_cain[EP_Sl7F, SPID, BOOST,

REV_PDCH_TABLE_SELs],

Reverse Packet_Data_Channel_Attribute Adjustmenr_cainIEP_SIZE, SPID, BOOSTI,

Reveñje_Packet_Datå_Chânnel,Payload_Adjustment_Gain[EP_SlzF],

Reve¡se_Packef._Darå_Channel_Subpacket Adjusrmen r_Gain[SPID],

Reverse Packet_Datå_Channel_Boost_Adjustmenr_GaìnfB OOSTI,

Reverse Channel_Adjustment_Gain[Channel],

Multiple Channel_Adjustment_Gainlchannell, and

RLGAIN-TRAFF.IC_PILOTS



are integers, specified in units of 0.125 dB.

The term

0.125 x (Nominal Reverse Packel_Daø_Channel_

Aufibute_GâinIEP-SIZE, SPID, BOOST, REV_PDCH_TABLE SELS]

+ Reverse_Packet Data Channel_Attribute_

Adjustment_GainIEP,SIZE, SPID, BOOSTI

+ Reverse_Packet_Dâtâ_Channel

Payload_Adjus tmen t_Gai n [EP_SIZE]

+ Reverse_Packet_Datå_Channel_Subpacket Adjustment_GainISP]Dl

+ Reverse_Packe!_DaÞ_Channel_B oost-Adjustment_Gain[B OOST]

+ Reve¡se_Channel_Adjustment_GainIChannel]

- Multiple_Channel_Adjustment_cain[Channel]

+ RLGAIN_TRAFFIC.PILOTÐ

is denoted by RPDCH_TPR_Tab1e[EP_SIZE, SPID, BOOST].

The MS shall maintain a nominal R-PDCH attribute gain table for each value of

EP_SIZE, SPID, BOOST, and REV_PDCH_TABLE_SELs. The MS shall use rhe values

given in Table 2.1.2.3.3.8-l through TablLe 2.L2.3.3.8-4.14 which refer to Revision D

standard. The MS shall maintain a R-PDCH attribute adjustment gain, denoted by

Reverse_Packet_Data_Channel_Attribute_Adjustment_Gain, containing an offset

relative to the Reverse Pilot Channel power for each value of EP_SIZE, SPID, and

BOOST. The MS shall maintâin a R-PDCH payload adjustment gain table, denoted by

Reverse_Packet_Data_Channel_Payload_Adjustment_Gain, contâining an offset relative

to the Reverse Pilot Channel power for each value of EP_SZE. The MS shall maintain a

R-PDCH subpacket adjustment gain table, denoted by Reverse_Packet_Data_Channel_

Subpacket_Adjustment_Gain, containing an offset relative to the Reverse Pilot Channel

power for each value of SPID. The MS sha11 maintain a R-PDCH boost adjustment gain

table, denoted by Reverse_Packet_Data_Channel_Boost_Adjustment_Gain, containing
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an offset relative to the Reverse Pilot Channel power for each value of BOOST. The MS

shal1 initialize each entry in these four tables to 0.



Appendix C

Matlab Programming Codes

Three main subroutines of BNB, HAI, and HAII algorithms are given as follows.

1) Load data

l/ir åte{rrdir!í¡ 1ù ¿he lr¿¡r¡¡Ìt*r r¡l ';sers' scÉd!!rg }"(:{trit'9aE,

f,i ral-idond¡. gcuer'àlt {t:..:!'"rt91. \"¿L!! l:{ir e¡rr}¡ ¡¡sar h¿scd ¡¡!} 1tr kråilålil{: r¡les levs! ill &evisiûã I}.

'¡. ltsr eãúi i!se¡:, grixe!-atr{. nlûsçlhle 4 d;il.¿ r:!l{: lrv€ls, Ëärl rtrttd1tt,Jy gÈne.å¿l] ri sÊi¿ ¡lriùe sí}{.

% Iio!" the Ìr{tssibla dàx.t! ràîes 6l t¿ú1ixse!", ¡trt :Ìgsûfi¿¿ad ¡]FÍt"

' '..::., 
......., ...:.'..... i.!..:.

basic-price=ls 10 20 40 80 120 160 250 400 550 700
7.5 15 30 60 120 180 240 375 600 825 1050

10 20 40 80 160 240 320 500 800 I100 14001;

+Sclijjr ai\'íìj:¿ila. lil- dât:l ir¡ìi.cs ìd :i!sûajili¿ri TPil àcc()r'{l;rìE to il¡vjsir¡r l-ì.

basic rare=ll9200 40800 79200 15ó000 309600 463200 616800 924000 1231200 1538400 1845600];
basic tpl=[6 30 54 77 95 109 119 133 l'14153 170]i

' C ,,1. h, ,:.\: -::.., i, .1,:..¡: -: .,..:.:. ..
6¿5¡s_m¡d=[1 11]; % lbr cilltiì¡úl corxl;tj{)n (i:l,e\t coiid 1.2:iìlj{ìitjc i.i \ìî!:!c)

n=input('input the number ofusers[50]? ');

9tR¿ndoûìly grnùrâre li ¿ncl llÌi1i:r sþit¡s ¡¡tt; ít)r it ¡rscrs

k=rand(1,n);
qosratio=ceil(50+rand( 1,n)) ;

râre=[];
rPR=[];
Price=Û;
P¡=[]; !¿ {i¿lir)rld ¡s c¡l¡iirirûl .(rrdii;orl

'li Lo:ÌLi iilc dalal i¡¡io lir¿ :r'rarì1.

for i=1:n

c=size(basic_rate,2) I

d=floo¡(rand+c)+1; * ¡:lraioÌnll, *lactcd uirillllûr

7',7



e=floo(randx3)+ 1; .,a pr.e i.!.i
k=size(basic_cond,2); i, ùi,:.,,,1¿i ciliìd;iic,iì
k1=floor(randxk)+ 1;

Pt_tmp=fzeros( 1,i- 1) bâsic cond(k1) zeros(l,n-i)]; ti ciÌ¿ìitÍcl .i]jrd
Pr=[Pr;Pr_rmpl;

if d==l ......r. .:. . :..i-.:.:- . ::..: . , . . . : . : . : . , . . . : : . : . . . :
råte_tmp=[ 10 10 basic_rate(d) basic_rare(d+ 1)];

rate=[mLe; rate ûnp];
TPR_tmp=[2OO 200 basic_rpr(d) bas jc_Lpr(d+1)]; %tì¡ i-- i .o',,Et I ¡ . r c!ri:rr..-1. 0,.e í.

\\r;=i'il':'e l'r
TpR=[TpR; TpR_ûnp];
price mp=[0.] 0.1 basic_price(e,d) basic_price(e,d+1)];
price=[price; pricc_tmp.] ;

elseifd==c 'jl, rcqirelt .iìt.c=llirìllcsl i¿tc ¡û,rel ¡aaofdirg i.o ii\'ril:tb.i r¡ìte !e|!
rate tmp=fbasic_rate(d-2) basic_râte(d-1) basic_rare(d) 101;

rate=[râte;mte_tmp];

TPR_Lmp=[basic_rpr(d-2) basic_rpr(d- 1) basic-lpr(d) 200];
TpR=[TpR:TpR_rmp];
price_tmp=lbasic_price(e,d-2) basic_price(e,d- 1) basic_price(c,d) 0.1];
price=[price;price_tmp] ;

elseifd==2 rrii í,;alftsi riì:a=.súaillÌd loir'ùst titit lc\aiiiac(ìfiil:-rg iil;lirì;iiìhcì aiìi¿ rci!
rate_tmp=[10 basic rate(d-1) bàsic_rate(d) basic_rarc(d+1)];
fat e= [ra¿e;rate,tmp] ;

TPR_tmp=[2OO basic rpr(d-l) basic_rp(d) basic rp(d+l)l;
1.?R=[TpR;TpR_rmp];
price_hp=[0.1 basic,price(e,d-l) basic_price(e,d) basic_price(e,d+1)];
price=[price;price_tmp] ;

else

rate_tmp=lbasic-rate(d-2) basic_rate(d- 1) basic_rate(d) bàsic_râte(d+ 1)];
rate=[fate;rate_tmp] ;

TPR_tmp=[basic_[pr(d-2) basic_tpr(d-l) bâsic-tpr(d) basic_rp¡(d+1)];
TPR=[TpR;TpR_rmp]t
price tmp=[basic_price(e,d-2) basic_price(e,d-1) basic_price(e,d) basic_price(e,d+1)];
price=[price;price_mp ] ;

cnd

end

2) BNB âlgorithm subroutine

(a). BNB algorithm without QoS consideration
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-q, % ãNfì 9(}I-.Ð'1í{}i\ (e,9" l?¡* r,ur11þe r ûÍ Bsúfr,=sì

',i cÌùr.r',rlli

' t--,, L:,=i ,.,r..1-.ir'l',t..i+.lr;l'1lliríj.l).i'1'orrc -l.ii:i'j'il¡ìc!i¿.ll;l,i(J¡l¿silij.ljll

n=inpu('input the number of users[10]? ');

-Çi Cli¡lcr:l¿¡te llo i iìrìd íL-1,¿'Lra i'¿llirt

RoT=10.^((pt*TpR)./80).x 10^(_ 10.5),', 10^9;

revenue=raæ+0.02. *price/ 
I 000:

f=reshape(revenue',20, 1 ) ;

h=4;

t=4*n;
a1=[ones(1,4) zeros(1,t-,1)l ;

for i=1:(t./4)-1
al=[zeros(1,h) ones(1,4) zeros(l,r-h-4).ll
al =[a1;a3];
h=h+4;

end

a2=reshape(RoT', 1,20);

b=[4 ones(1,n)ì';

'l 1l:Jii ci,ììc l¿tior
options=optìmset('Display','iter') ;

[x, fval, exitfl ag, output]=bintprogcf,a,b,[],[],[],options);

'ø rx:lp'ul rcst:11i

y=reshâpe(x,4,5)';

sparse(y)

RoT_use=¿xx
fval
output

(b). BNB solution with QoS consideration

%% ûF,JtrCT'Mi Fl;¡iCT-I()}.- ¡14i-.4nCt-."{; tr]1s}(,,ti!lr'!'ÐR ItEin¿!IûR (lÏi it\it StrLL-TtûN
+'ìi ("¿{¿. ?.h9 $u¡¡liieÌ' irl i¡reäs=si
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:'¡ clc¡¡.¿il;

n=inpu('input the number of users[10]? ');

'. (:...,:,1.' :. . -:..: .. . :i : l.-

k=[1@0:1000;1000;1000;1000]; *àCitúd ir] s.ri.inb¿r.1j0.r

qosratio=[0.1;0,3; 0.7; 0.05; 0.5]; tgj...È,r rrirli¡r!¡:1n! \.illr¡.- oj, sitcìr rÌs.f

qos=[k.*qosmtio k.+qosrario k.*qosratio k.*qosratio];

RoT=10.^((Pt*TPR)./80).+ 10"C10.5)+ 10^9;
revenue 1 =rate*0.02. *price/1000;

revenue=(rate*0.02.*price/1000)+(qos) | tI íìr!úerì ì' r.tt.ûr.a!ùr.?ûil:

f=reshâpe(revenue',20, 1);

h=4:

t=4*n;
a1=[ones(1,.1) zeros(1,r-4)l;

for i=1:(t./4)-1

¿l=[zeros(1,h) ones(1,4) zeros(1,r-h-4)];
a1=[at;a3.];
h=h+4;

end

a2=reshape(RoT', 1,20);

a=[a2:au.,
b=[4 ones(1,n)l';

% BNB calcülâtiûir

options=optimset('Displây','iter') ;

[x, fval, eútfl ag, output]=bintp¡ogcf,a,b,[],U,tl,oprionÐ;

7, ooipul rcsulis
y=reshape(x,4,5)';

spaße(y)
R oT_use=a2 * x
fval
outpul

3). HAI Algorithm Subroutine

(a). HAI without QoS consideration
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.i./i:.i!. *./i (Ì; r¡.*.c/..,,1

.; [J]l!t $(lì._Uï I{}N

r¿ Sclircl si¿r'i t)riìlli fio¡l dìci so¡itai lisl
staÍ =inpu('start pointl1]? ');

I C¿:icr¡i:lc lic¡ i- r¡¡rti reven¡:c

RoT=I0.^((pr*TpR)./80).x10^(_10.5)* 10^9;
revcnue=raþ*0.02. +price/1 000;

<:i t,Crot1=i:

FIN,c*'-zeros(1,3);

I Cl¡1c¡:i¿re r¡(io
râtio=revenue./RoT;

[rafio_row ratio,col]=size(raLio) ;

f SCR i iN Ì]ECREAI;J\IC (Jì{DiiJì

clock sm=clock; ..5:r.,I ,.',!:úi

REVENUE=O;

ROT-REST=4;
SEl-=zeros (ratio_row,rati o_col ) ;

temP=0

serve=zeros(¡atio row.1):

7 !¡::ri=ii.
%disp{l);

lrow,col,E-tmpl=fi nd(ratìo);

lE,IXl=56¿19,1n-'n,'descend') ;

lE row E_coll=size(E);

for i=Staft:E_row ¡l: sOri il\/ rovJ

x=row(IX(i),1);
y=col(IX(i),l);

if serve(x,1)==0
ROT_REST=ROT_REST-RoT(x,y); fciìicrìi¿lccÐnsuúedR(]l

if ROT_REST >= 0 .li Iio l iùsoir.t¿ hrrlûi Lr-(eal t{l

SEL(x,Y)=i;
REVENUE=REVENUE+revenue(x,y);
serve(x,1)=1;

if RoT REST<0.03
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end

ROT.REST=ROT_REST+RoT(x,y):

end

()i, L,i..i.tí..i 1'. ti ri t),....1i

';i, X"¡¡e í)r.t:rk¡q,iv| t¡å!'í r{lul{l i}Li 'rLr'td li{} ?rl i.îe sülul;û:l Û{ i::virg real'clr
% p¡(,üûs9 s¿¿!:¿ Ir{r*r ;iillbrent sl:ll"ripÙilri.,

% col!'ilNUED, ST.,\Rf FRC\,I iHll FÌRST iìiicr]ill] {la Tl:iiì Ì_isi'- -Esp,icAil_Ll, Ìrclt TãE
r,i sT_åRTPOli\l'i ls \cl'a{iir,{t_ Io !

for i=1:stârt-l ¿ri: !o.r h\i io1\'

x=row(IX(i),1);
y=col(Ix(i),1);

ifserve(x,1)==0 q{1 li-:c cijirùiit f¿l!¿ i.titjasi i:, sctve{!.

ROT_REST=ROT_REST-RoT(x,y); % c¡¡icr;iirre ¿o¡-rsu:r¿d liol-

if ROT_REST >= 0 
'i' 

iìo l f¿sonrcc hâ-(itot ilr¿d iriì;

SEL(x'Y)=1;

REVENUE=REVENUE+revenue(x,y) ;

serve(x,1)=1;

ifROT_REST<0.03
break;

end

ROT_REST=ROT_REST+RoT(x,y);

else

end

else

end

end

FINAI(1,1)=REVENUE;
7¿FINAL(k,2)=sparse(SEL) ;

FINAL( 1,3)=C-ROT_REST;

clock_end=clock; '. l: :l-ìa rli,ll
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'iir OirRPi.i"i ;tÊS t i ; -'iS

RljNTÌME=clock_end-clock_sÞrt ,:¡. Ûr1:,r.ssilir iirls
sparse(sEL)

[M N]=ma¡1P¡¡4¡i', trr,

REV=M
ROT=FINAL(N,3)

'.,i, l¡ef ,ielactilll
t oili¡it the ilri-'iÌ:rìlìril .¿\ alirù :ìrili :l-(raiciiìic{i

',ti0rstllìad Ril l r':¡lrc:

': 
a: gcirùr¡1tcrí fe\eiìirc

:i u5ad iÌ(i i- Ie!ilt.ca

(b). HAI with QoS considerarion

d '['l?:s lültcli{rn is t.tj NxiL tri.ill rvìih Sog t{rì!ej{iorâtr.;i}I1

t¿Piolrûscd :ljs(-)riilll:l I ia)r I

snart =inpu('stârt pointl 1l ? '); .]i. ral irri t i3ripaj;fi. ilci ¡Lrj I r d L: c= i

RoT=10.^((PI*TPR)./80).* l0^(_10.5)* 10^9;

k1=input('input the numbe¡ of k[1000]? '): ,i,.ìr1;irr frÍ iìrrr:;+it
k=[k1 ; 1000; 1000; 1000i 1000];

qosfatio=[1; 0.3; 0.7; 0.05: 0.5]; ,ì:lùì Ìjs¿íl,s ÌIrlj;r irc ii:ii
qos=[k.*qosrâtio k.*qosratio k.*qosratio k.*qosrâlio];

revenue 1=(rare*0.02, +price/1 000)+qos ;

revenue=râtex0.02. *price/1000;

C4:

9ilo0p=l:
FINAI-z¿ros(1,3);
râtio=revenue l.,R.oT;

[ratio row ratio_co1]=size(ratio);

.,¿,5OR l-

clock_stårt=clock; 1a Suri lillcr
REVENUE=0; .,i Ci\ e r ih¿ ir;ti¡l \:¿,riìht .,i i.., cniÌ¿
ROT-REST-*4; 1å Civ¿u rir¿;lt3:iirilui-r't r,'¿ìj¡¿ oi lì-ù'l'
SEl;zeros(raúo_¡ow,ratio col)l
temp=o'
serve=zeros(ratio row,1)t

%5i¿rlpojlli=i;
lrow,col,E_tmpl=fi nd(râtio) j

lE,lXl=5sa1B-¡nn,'descend');
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lE-row E_c{ru=sire(E);

for i=stârt:E row ¿.i ì,oii 1l! Í-ìw
x=row(IX(i),1);
y=côl(Ix(i),1);

if serve(x,1)==0
ROT_REST=ROT REST-RoT(x,y); .ii cri¡:¡rl¿rLt' tte rû51 rt lio i r¿slrili:í)a

if ROT_REST >= 0 f Ro'l' i;;lir-. :-... .r:.r ,,;

SELlx.Y)= I :

REVENUE=REVENUE+revenue(x,y);

serve(x' l)= 1;

ifROT_REST<0.03
break;

end

ROT_REST=ROT REST+RoT(x,y);

end

% Sccùl]d loop. s'râri iroirr ihc i]triritirrg
for i=l:staí-l llsùri ir¡ r.crv

x=row(IX(i),1);
y=col(IX(i),1);

if serve(x,l)==0
ROT_REST=ROT_REST-RoT(x,y) ;

if ROT_REST >= 0
SEL(x'Y)=1;
REVENUE=REVENUE+revenue(x,y);

sen/e(x,l)=1t

ifRoT_REST<0.03
break;

end

ROT_REST=ROT_REST+RoT(x,y);

end

else

end

else

end
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FINAL(1,1)=REVENUE;
7¿FINAL(lç2)=sparse(SEL) ;

FINAL( 1,3)=C.ROT-REST;

clock_end=clock; !,i: ljiìlù¡ siOÛt

R LlNTME=clock_end-clock_sÞn .: . ., . . : .. '.:r. .

spaI$e(SEL) ......t.-.i.:.
[M N]=nax(FINAf(:,l)); ',,, arìiai:l¿ìlc ¡:l:ri¡:u:¡;r .a\ c¡ì:i lìld lìr-;'l ','¡rlirc

REV=M 4a d:sili¿i! rhú Ìlìiì).ill.lÌr: rùr.clÌirl')

ROT=FINAL(N,3) ¿,i rìis¡;j:¡' tirc Rol- criiìsrili'r:, r.

4). IIAII Solution Subroutine

{t:9i EnþJ\ I {} l-i.r'Jlii{l l{

'¡i il.lLCLL-.4'i'B Rdi' Álìù REVFlilrfl
RoT= 10.^((P[*TPR)./80).* l0^C10.5)+ 10^9;

revenù e= râte *0.02. *price/ 1000;

c--4;
stårt=2:

d= l;
looP=1;

h=0;
FrNAL=U;
ratio=revenue,,RoT;

lratio_row ratio_coll=size(¡atio);

';lSOi{ 1 1\ DËC1(Ë,1SlNC C]ìDEil

clock_start=clockj

while start >= 0
REVENUE=O:
ROT REST=4:
SEl=zeros(ratio_row,mtio col);
t,:mP=0:

serue=zeros(mtio_row, 1 );
Eosrarf=k:

lrow,col,E_tmpl=find(ratio)-
lE,IXl=564(g-¡ttp,'descend');
lE_row E_col]=size(E) ;

for i=d:E_row

x=row(IX(i),1);
y=col(lx(i),1);

1¿ !alr'! lr! rû!,,'
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if serve(x,l)==0
ROT_REST=ROT_REST-RoT(x,y) ;

if ROT_REST >= 0
SEL(x,y)--1;
REVENUE=REVENUE+revenue(x,y);

serve(x,1)=1;

if ROT_REST<0.03

break;

end

else

ROT_REST=ROT_REST+RoT(x,y) ;

end

end

end

:.'i rcr:onci ilrrt¡r. stiirt lio.rlr iha lcglt,li]lg
for i=1:d-1 

"r,rr, 
nu ta,t',

x=row(IX(i),1);
y=col(IX(i),1);

if serve(x,1)==0
ROT REST=ROT_REST-RoT(x,y);

if ROT_REST >= 0
SEL(x'Y)=l;
REVENUE=REVENUE+revenue(x,y) ;

serve(x,1)=1;

ifROT_REST<0,03
break;

end

else

ROT_REST=ROT_REST+RoT(x,y);
end

end

end

%COLi'FCTING llA-iÁ AfjTBF. liilcli LOOjI
FINAL,TMP=IREVENUE d C-ROT_REST];
FINAI.IFINAL; FINAL TMP];
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t=E(s tart, 1 );
stârt tmp=Staft'

while t==z

s tart-tmP=stâft tmp+ 1 '

if s tzt_tmp<E_row
z=E(stârt_tmp,1);

else

break;

end

end

over=s tâ-rt_tmp- 1 ;

c=over+ 1-s tårt;

d=fl oor(rand+c)+start;

s tart=s Þn+c;
if stårt > E_row

breâk;

end

end

clock end=clock:
RLTIITIME=C lock-end-cl ock_start

lM Nl=m¿¡1¡1¡4¡1,, 1rr'
REV=M
RoT=FINALO,I,3)
STARTPOINT=FINAL(N, 2)




